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Abstract: The proposed Long Baseline Neutrino Observatory (LBNO) initially consists
of ∼ 20 kton liquid double phase TPC complemented by a magnetised iron calorimeter,
to be installed at the Pyha¨salmi mine, at a distance of 2300 km from CERN. The conven-
tional neutrino beam is produced by 400 GeV protons accelerated at the SPS accelerator
delivering 700 kW of power. The long baseline provides a unique opportunity to study
neutrino flavour oscillations over their 1st and 2nd oscillation maxima exploring the L/E
behaviour, and distinguishing effects arising from δCP and matter. In this paper we show
how this comprehensive physics case can be further enhanced and complemented if a neu-
trino beam produced at the Protvino IHEP accelerator complex, at a distance of 1160 km,
and with modest power of 450 kW is aimed towards the same far detectors. We show that
the coupling of two independent sub-MW conventional neutrino and antineutrino beams
at different baselines from CERN and Protvino will allow to measure CP violation in the
leptonic sector at a confidence level of at least 3σ for 50% of the true values of δCP with a
20 kton detector. With a far detector of 70 kton, the combination allows a 3σ sensitivity
for 75% of the true values of δCP after 10 years of running. Running two independent
neutrino beams, each at a power below 1 MW, is more within today’s state of the art than
the long-term operation of a new single high-energy multi-MW facility, which has several
technical challenges and will likely require a learning curve.
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1 Introduction
Neutrino masses and oscillations are, to this day, the only experimentally established evi-
dence of physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM). In the three neutrino framework the
oscillations of massive neutrinos are described via the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
(PMNS [1, 2]) matrix. This 3 × 3 unitary matrix U is generally parameterized in terms
of the three mixing angles θ12, θ13, θ23, and the CP violating Dirac phase δCP (neglecting
Majorana phases). The parameter δCP is the phase that controls the CP asymmetry.
In addition to the known θ12 and θ23, the recent measurement of the last mixing
angle θ13 [3, 4], opened the way to a new generation of long-baseline neutrino oscillation
experiments. The major goals of future long-baseline experiments such as the proposed
LBNO [5, 6], LBNE [7, 8] and HyperKamiokande [9] are the conclusive determination of the
mass hierarchy (MH) and the search for leptonic CP-violation (CPV) via the determination
of δCP .
The strategy of LBNO is the outcome of the extensive feasibility studies LAGUNA
and LAGUNA-LBNO which lasted 6 years [10, 11]. LBNO aims at the construction of a
double phase liquid argon neutrino observatory [12] complemented by a magnetised muon
detector (MIND) [13], located deep-underground at the Pyha¨salmi mine. The long-baseline
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neutrino oscillation programme uses a wide-band beam from the CERN SPS accelerator
at a distance of 2300 km.
In LBNO with a baseline of 2300 km, the L/E dependence of the νµ → νe and of
the ν¯µ → ν¯e oscillation probabilities and the very long neutrino path through Earth allow
to address both fundamental questions, the ordering of neutrino mass eigenstates and CP
violation in the lepton sector, in clean experimental conditions. This can be achieved
by profiting from the ability to reverse the focusing horns polarity and from the well
controlled fluxes typical of neutrino produced by accelerators. Its physics potential has
been extensively evaluated previously [5, 6, 14].
It was shown that a few years of running with the CERN SPS at 700 kW beam power
and a 20 kton far detector mass provides a direct and guaranteed discovery of MH (> 5σ)
over the full phase space of oscillation parameters, and a significance for CPV above 3σ
for ∼ 25(40)% of the δCP values under the expectation that sin2 2θ13 will be known
with a precision of ±10(2.5)%. The setup with a 2300 km baseline allows to optimise the
conventional neutrino flux to a broad band beam covering both 1st and 2nd maximum
optimising the sensitivity for CPV and is less sensitive to the assumed systematic errors,
compared to the LBNE and HyperKamiokande setups [6].
In this paper, we present the physics potential of LBNO if the setup were further
coupled to an additional neutrino beam from the Protvino IHEP facility at a distance of
1160 km (See Fig. 1). There, an existing proton synchrotron accelerator up to 70 GeV could
be upgraded to reach a modest beam power of 400-450 kW and produce a neutrino beam
aimed to the Pyha¨salmi mine. We show that the physics case for a long baseline neutrino
beam can be strengthened by a dual beam setup. There is a great experience worldwide,
especially at the CERN SPS, in running conventional neutrino beams with powers ranging
from 200-400 kW. Within the next decade, the NuMI beam at FNAL is planned to operate
up to 700 kW [15]. Running two independent neutrino beams, each at a power below 1 MW,
is more practical and within known domains of experience than the long-term operation of
a new single high-energy multi-MW facility, which has several technical challenges and will
likely require a learning curve. Therefore the approach discussed in this paper with two
sub-MW conventional neutrino beams would have several technical advantages and rely on
existing and proven neutrino beam technologies.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we review how the baseline
choice influences the physics reach of a long-baseline experiment and which advantages a
dual beam facility offers. In Section 3, we introduce the Protvino facility and discuss the
beam specifications at this site. We present the details of our simulations and analyses in
Section 4, and our results will be shown in Section 5.
2 Choice of the baseline distance
A main parameter in a long-baseline experiment is the choice of the baseline. The distance
between the source of the neutrinos and the detector influences the physics potential of
the facility in a number of ways. In the setup considered in this paper we studied two
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Introduction 
Two nu beams - V. Galymov, CEA IRFU 3 
2300km 1160km 
Protvino 
Pyhäsalmi 
CERN 
Investigate complimenting CN2PY program with 
a 2nd neutrino beam from Protvino 
Figure 1. View of the dual bea line configuration: ERN to Pyha¨salmi (2300 km) and Protvino
to Pyha¨salmi (1160 km).
independent and different baselines: (1) the CERN to Pyha¨salmi beam (C2P) with 2300 km
and (2) the Protvino to Pyha¨salmi beam (P2P) with 1160 km.
2.1 CP violation sensitivity
A well known property of the neutrino oscillation phenomenon is that the CP asymme-
try increases from the first to higher orders oscillation maxima (see e.g. [16]). This is
understood by the fact that asymmetry due to CP has an envelope determined by [17]:
2sδc12s12
s13
cot θ23
∆m221L
2E
(2.1)
which grows as a function of L/E. The 2nd maximum (the one at lower energy) is hence
more sensitive to CPV than the 1st maximum and an experiment able to access the infor-
mation from the 2nd maximum will have a better sensitivity to δCP .
The oscillation probability for P2P and C2P are shown in Fig. 2. In the plots, the
probabilities have a Gaussian smearing applied to the neutrino energy in order to illustrate
the effects of detector resolution. Looking at the probabilities, one can infer that spectral
regions of interest are around the 1st and the 2nd maximum, and the regions in-between.
For P2P the second maximum region appears at rather low energies of about 0.5-1 GeV.
For C2P due to its longer baseline, the second maximum occurs between 1-2 GeV. The
technical limitations of conventional neutrino beams are well understood and with current
technological limits on magnetic field strengths and volumes, they are not efficient at
focusing hadrons with energies below ∼ 1 GeV [8]. Access to the 2nd oscillation maximum
is therefore more easily achieved with longer baselines. Taking into account vanishing
neutrino cross-sections at low energies (in particular for antineutrinos), the measurement
– 3 –
of the 2nd oscillation maximum requires in practice a baseline greater than 1500 km [6].
The νµ → ντ CC events where τ → eνν, which become more important at longer baselines
due to the higher energy tails of the neutrino flux, act a priori as a background to electron
appearance. But, as shown in Refs. [5, 6], they can be kinematically separated exploiting
the excellent kinematic reconstruction of liquid argon detectors. In conclusion, the longer
baseline C2P option is more favorable for the observation of events in the second maximum,
but both P2P and C2P populate efficiently the region of the first maximum.
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Figure 2. Top row (bottom row): the νµ to νe (ν¯µ to ν¯e) oscillation probability at the Pyha¨salmi
site for a selection of true values of δCP . These plots assume normal mass ordering and have a
Gaussian smear applied, as discussed in the text.
2.2 Mass hierarchy determination sensitivity
For sufficiently long baselines, the mass hierarchy can be determined thanks to the effect
on the oscillation probabilities of the passage through the Earth. Matter effects modify
the propagation, with an enhancement of the νe appearance probability for the neutrinos
and a suppression for the antineutrinos for a normal hierarchy. If the mass ordering is
inverted, the opposite happens. By comparing the oscillation probabilities for neutrinos
and antineutrinos, it is possible to deduce MH. The magnitude of this effect increases as a
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function of baseline distance, which can be seen in Fig. 3. The longer baseline from CERN
to Pyha¨salmi leads to a more pronounced separation for the two mass orderings, especially
around the first oscillation maximum. In the following we will not show the impact of
adding P2P to determine the mass hierarchy since this will be determined in few years of
running by C2P alone [14].
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Figure 3. νµ to νe oscillation probability at the Pyha¨salmi site for two possible mass orderings:
normal (NH) and inverted (IH) hierarchy. The width of each band shows the variation in probability
induced by the parameter δCP .
2.3 Benefits of the dual baseline configuration
It is known since a long time that the inference of the oscillation parameters in long-
baseline experiments is complicated by the problem of degeneracies [18]. In vacuum three
such degeneracies can be identified: i) the intrinsic degeneracy under which θ13 and δCP
have clone values; ii) the sign degeneracy, as in vacuum it is possible to change the sign of
∆m231 and δCP to pi − δCP without affecting the probabilities. This degeneracy is broken
by matter effects. Sufficiently long baselines, for which matter effects are more significant,
are therefore preferred; iii) the octant of θ23, if this angle is not maximal. At present, the
octant is not known.
The known problem of the degeneracies can be mitigated by having access to a wide
band oscillation spectrum, where the information at different energies acts in a complemen-
tary fashion to resolve any ambiguities. We have studied and reported the optimisation of
such a wide-band beam elsewhere[14]. This strategy is advanced further with the combi-
nation of P2P and C2P, where information is collected from two broad spectra focused on
overlapping yet different parts of the L/E spectrum.
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3 Experimental setup
3.1 The Protvino accelerator complex
The IHEP accelerator complex consists of four accelerators connected in a cascade as shown
in Fig. 4. A 30 MeV linear accelerator serves as an injector for a 1.5 GeV rapid cycling
booster synchrotron, a 100 MeV Alvarez type linear accelerator which serves as a light-
ion or a back-up proton injector feeding the 1.5 GeV synchrotron, and a 70 GeV proton
synchrotron which now operates at 50 GeV with a beam power of 8-15 kW. The exper-
imental program includes studies of rare kaon decays, hadron spectroscopy, spin physics
and hadron-nuclei interactions. A dedicated neutrino beam line has also been constructed
and used for several experiments at U-70, e.g. the IHEP-JINR Neutrino Detector [19]. An
upgrade of a beam power to 400-450 kW is envisioned in the future as an extension of the
Omega Project [20]. We assume in the following that this power is available for a new
neutrino beam line directed towards Pyha¨salmi.
possible neutrino beam
Booster 1.5 GeV
Linac 100 MeV
70 GeV proton synchrotron Linac 30 MeV
Figure 4. Schematic view of the IHEP accelerator complex.
3.2 Simulation of the neutrino beamlines
For this study, we assume a proton beam energy of 70 GeV and a power of 450 kW on
the neutrino target. The neutrino beam simulation for the Protvino site is based on the
simulation code developed in the context of the first phase LAGUNA design study [21]. The
hadron production target is modeled as a cylinder, which is 4 mm in diameter and 1 m long
and is made from light density (ρ = 1.85 g/cm3) graphite. The focusing system consists
of two horns with parabolic inner conductors. The shape of the inner conductors as well
as the distance between the horns are taken to be the same as in [5]. A two-dimensional
layout of the horn-target system is shown in Fig. 5.
To optimize the energy spectrum of the neutrino beam we varied the longitudinal
position of the target and the currents in the horns. The values of these parameters
– 6 –
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Figure 5. Illustration of the target and horn geometry.
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Figure 6. Neutrino (left) and antineutrino (right) fluxes for Protvino-to-Pyha¨salmi (P2P). The
arrows indicate the energy of the first (arrow on the right) and second (arrow on the left) oscillation
maxima.
were randomly drawn from uniform distributions with realistic limits. The merit of each
configuration was then evaluated based on a sensitivity to CPV. The optimal value for the
target position was found to be −0.3 m upstream of the first horn, while the optimal horn
current was determined to be 250 kA [5]. The radius and the length of the decay tunnel
were fixed to 1.5 m and 400 m, respectively.
The composition of the non-oscillated fluxes for the P2P and C2P baselines are shown
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. These fluxes are normalized to 4 × 1020 protons on target. With a
450 kW operation this number corresponds to about one year of accelerator running with
fast extraction, where a year is assumed to correspond to 107 s. For the simulation of C2P,
we have followed the new optimisation of the SPS fluxes described in [14]. The so-called
GLB optimisation has been used as default and the low energy option has been used for
cross-check. A summary of the proton beam parameters used in this paper for C2P and
P2P are shown in Tab. 1
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Table 1. Assumed parameters of the primary protons for the C2P and the P2P beams.
Parameter C2P beam P2P beam
Ebeam (GeV) 400 70
Ibeam (ppp) 7× 1013 2.2× 1014
Cycle length (s) 6 5
Pbeam (kW) 750 450
POTyear (10
20) 1.0÷ 1.4 4
4 CP violation determination in the dual baseline configuration
In this section we focus on the benefit of the dual baseline configuration for the discovery
of CP violation in the leptonic sector. We do not show results for the determination of the
MH since the C2P setup alone already provide a guaranteed measurement (> 5σ) of the
mass hierarchy within few years [5, 6, 14].
In order to compare setups, we have performed simulations of the P2P and C2P cases
both individually and in combination. The primary channel of interest is the appearance
channel, νµ → νe(νµ → νe), as it is particularly sensitive to sign(∆m231) and δCP . We
have also included the disappearance channel as it plays an important role in the precise
determination of the value of ∆m231 and θ23, and indirectly on the precision with which
one can determine δCP . The true value of θ23 has a significant influence on the sensitivity
to δCP [6]. The solar parameters (∆m
2
31 and θ13) are fixed in the fit since their impact on
the results is negligible.
We consider the following background contributions to the signal e-like events:
• Intrinsic νe contamination in the beam (intrinsic νe),
• Electron events from ντ charged current interaction with subsequent leptonic τ decay
(ντ → e contamination),
• Neutral current νµ events with pi0 production (NC pi0),
– 8 –
• Mis-identified muons from νµ CC interactions (mis-id νµ).
A detailed description of neutrino event simulations and selection efficiency can be found
in [5].
4.1 Experimental observables
As experimental observables we use reconstructed neutrino energy, Erecν , and missing mo-
mentum in the transverse plane, defined by the incoming neutrino beam direction, pmissT , of
each e-like event to construct bi-dimensional distributions used to discriminate signal from
background. Examples of such distributions are shown in Fig. 8 for a value of δCP = 0
and the case of normal mass hierarchy for the P2P case. As can be seen in the figure, the
shape of the signal and background contributions in the Erecν − pmissT phase-space differ. In
particular, NC pi0 interactions are characterized by low Erecν values, while events originat-
ing from ντ CC interactions tend to have larger p
miss
T than the νe CC events because of
the two neutrinos in the final state. This allows a better signal-background discrimination
than if one were to use Erecν information only. In the case of the µ-like events only the
reconstructed neutrino energy is used since the background components in this sample are
smaller.
4.2 Fit and analysis method
The key ingredient to be provided to the fit are the priors for the oscillation parameters
o and for the detector systematic uncertainties f . For both sets of uncertainties we have
used the same parameters described for the LBNO CPV reach using CERN beams. The
assumed values of the oscillation parameters o are given in Tab. 2. The parameters whose
values are not labeled as “exact” are allowed to vary in the fit.
Parameter Central value Uncertainty
∆m221 7.45× 10−5 eV2 exact
|∆m232| 2.5× 10−3 eV2 3.75%
sin2 θ12 0.31 exact
sin2 2θ13 0.09 3%
sin2 θ23 0.45 5%
Table 2. Assumed values of the oscillation parameters.
Tab. 3 summarizes the assumptions on the Earth density and systematic uncertainties
on the expected number of events for the different components contributing to the electron-
like sample. Due to the difference in the baselines, the average matter densitiy encountered
by each neutrino beam may not be the same. The Earth density for C2P have been
extensively studied in the context of LAGUNA-LBNO and it was found to be 3.2 g/cm3.
For the Protvino beam we have checked that the CPV sensitivity does not depend on the
Earth density if this parameter is varied between 3.2 and 2.8 g/cm3. In the combination
the value of the Earth density is fixed to 3.2 g/cm3 for both the baselines.
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(d) NC pi0
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Figure 8. Example event distributions in the Erecν − pmissT phase-space for various channels con-
tributing to the P2P e-like sample. δCP = 0 and NH hierarchy are assumed.
In the fit we minimize the following χ2 with respect to the oscillation and systematic
parameters:
χ2 = χ2appear + χ
2
disa + χ
2
syst. (4.1)
The χ2appear is the term corresponding to the electron-like sample. It is given by the
sum over the beamline i (C2P or P2P), the horns polarity j (positive or negative) and the
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Name Central value Uncertainty Correlation (ρi)
Earth density (g/cm3) 3.2 4% [0, 1]
Signal event normalization fsig 1.0 3% [0, 1]
Beam νe normalization fνe 1.0 5% [0, 1]
Tau event normalization fντ 1.0 20% [0, 1]
ν NC and νµ CC background fNC 1.0 10% [0, 1]
Table 3. Assumptions on the matter density and the uncertainties on the event normalizations for
two beams. These parameters can be treated as uncorrelated or correlated between the two beams
by changing the value of ρi.
bin k in the Erecν − pmissT phase-space:
χ2appear = 2
∑
i
∑
j
∑
k
Re-like(i, j, k), (4.2)
For each Erecν − pmissT bin, Re-like is given by:
Re-like =ne(E
rec
ν , p
miss
T ; otest, ftest)− ne(Erecν , pmissT ; otrue, ftrue)
+ ne(E
rec
ν , p
miss
T ; otrue, ftrue) ln
ne(E
rec
ν , p
miss
T ; otrue, ftrue)
ne(Erecν , p
miss
T ; otest, ftest)
,
(4.3)
where the subscript true (test) refers to the true (test) values of the o and f parameters.
The true parameters are those chosen by Nature, while test refer to the parameter at which
we compute the likelihood with respect to the true value. The number of the e-like events
in a given Erecν − pmissT bin is determined according to:
ne(E
rec
ν , p
miss
T ; o, f) = fsigne−sig(E
rec
ν , p
miss
T ; o)
+ fνenνe(E
rec
ν , p
miss
T ; o) + fντne,ντ (E
rec
ν , p
miss
T ; o)
+ fNC(nNCpi0(E
rec
ν , p
miss
T ; o) + nmis−νµ(E
rec
ν , p
miss
T ; o)),
(4.4)
where ne−sig, nνe , ne,ντ , nNCpi0 , and nmis−νµ are the number of events for signal, intrinsic
beam νe, electrons from tau decay, neutral current and mis-identified νµ respectively.
For the disappearance channel, the information is contained in the χ2disa term of total
χ2 in Eq. 4.1. Similarly to Eq. 4.2 χ2disa is given by:
χ2disa = 2
∑
i
∑
j
∑
k
Rµ-like. (4.5)
where i refer to the baseline, j to the polarity and k to the reconstructed energy bin. Rµ-like
is calculated in the same way as in Eq. 4.3, but using the µ-like event distributions. The
number of µ-like events in a given bin is the sum of signal nµ-sig and τ → µ background
nµ,ντ contributions:
nµ(E
rec
ν ; o, f) = fsignµ−sig(E
rec
ν ; o) + fντnµ,ντ (E
rec
ν ; o). (4.6)
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The prior constraints of the oscillation parameters and the systematics are contained
in χ2syst that has a different form for correlated and uncorrelated terms.
When performing the fit of the dual beam experiment it is important to properly take
into account these potential correlations. In our analysis the oscillation parameters are
always treated as fully correlated between the two neutrino beams, whilst the normalization
parameters listed in Tab. 3 can be treated with varying degree of correlation. This is
done by introducing two nuisance parameters and a correlation coefficient (ρi) for each
systematic uncertainty listed in Tab. 3. For example, to treat the normalization uncertainty
on the signal we introduce the nuisance parameters fC2Psig and f
P2P
sig for each ν beam and
a correlation coefficient ρfsig . These two parameters would be varied independently in the
fit if ρfsig = 0 or with a degree of correlation fixed by the choice of ρfsig > 0.
The oscillation and the systematic parameters which are fully correlated between the
two beams are constrained through the χ2i,syst term which has the form
χ2i,syst =
(ai − a0,i)2
σ2ai
, (4.7)
where a0,i (ai) is the prior (test) value of the i
th parameter and σai is the corresponding
prior uncertainty.
In the case when the ith source of systematic uncertainty is parametrized with two
nuisance parameters ai,1 and ai,2 and some correlation coefficient ρi (e.g., signal normal-
ization), the constraint term has the form:
χ2i,syst =
1
1− ρ2i
(
(ai,1 − a0,i)2
σ2ai
+
(ai,2 − a0,i)2
σ2ai
− 2ρi(ai,1 − a0,i)(ai,2 − a0,i)
σ2ai
)
, (4.8)
where we assume the same prior value a0,i and uncertainty σai for both nuisance parameters.
For the following of this paper we assume a full correlation (ρ = 1) for both, oscillation
priors and normalization uncertainties.
In order to define the sensitivity of the experiment to CP violation, we define the test
statistics
∆χ2 = χ2δCP − χ2best, (4.9)
where χ2δCP is the minimized χ
2 of Eq. 4.1 at a fixed value of δCP (true or test), while χ
2
best
is the minimum χ2 obtained when δCP is allowed to vary over the full range of possible
values.
The significance to observe CP violation is evaluated by computing χ2δCP in the two
CP conserved cases (δCP = 0 and δCP = pi), and taking the smallest ∆χ
2:
∆χ2 = min (∆χ20,∆χ
2
pi). (4.10)
In the following section, the systematics are assumed to be fully correlated between
the two baselines but we have checked that the effect on the CPV discovery potential is
negligible if we change the degree of correlation.
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5 Results
The assumed experimental setup is described in Ref. [5]. Following the incremental ap-
proach, an intitial 20 kton double phase LAr LEM-TPC (GLACIER [12, 22]) is comple-
mented with a magnetized muon detector (MIND [13, 23]). A second 50 kton detector can
be added to reach a total of 70 kton. The sensitivity to measure CP violation in the dual
baseline was studied for both detector sizes. In the simulations performed for this paper,
the field cage of the 20 kton detector is approximated with a cylinder of radius 33 m and
height 20 m, corresponding to an instrumented volume of 17100 m3 and an active mass of
23.9 kton.
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Figure 9. Reconstructed energy spectra for the Protvino-to-Pyha¨salmi (P2P) (top) and the CERN-
to-Pyha¨salmi (C2P) (bottom) in positive horn polarity (left) and negative horn polarity (right) for
the 20 kton detector. The δCP is −pi/2 and the hierarchy is normal.
For the P2P beam we assume a total integrated 4 × 1021 POT with a 50% sharing
of negative and positive polarity while for the C2P beam we take 1.5 × 1021 POT with a
75-25% sharing between the negative and the positive horn polarity using the SPS GLB
optimisation fully described in Ref. [14]. In order to illustrate the expected signal, the
spectrum of events in the electron-like sample for δCP = −pi/2 for P2P and C2P is shown
in Fig. 9: most of the selected events come from oscillated neutrinos while the background
is due to NC, intrinsic νe and νµ → ντ oscillated neutrinos.
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5.1 CP-violation discovery potential for the dual beam facility
The CPV sensitivity the LBNO configuration is provided by the information contained in
the shape of the e-like event distribution for neutrino and antineutrino modes, in particular
in the region around the 1st and the 2nd oscillation maxima.
The sensitivity as a function of the true value of the δCP phase is shown in Fig. 10
for C2P only, P2P only and their combination assuming NH. We see that each baseline
separately can reach a 3σ determination of CP-violation (∆χ2 > 9) for ∼ 40% of the values
of the δCP phase. The combination of the two beams, instead, would allow to establish
CP-violation at 3σ for ∼ 60% of values of δCP even with a 20 kton far detector.
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Figure 10. Left:
√
∆χ2 = Nσ as a function of the true value of δCP for CP-violation discovery.
Right: Sensitivity to CP-violation in terms of the fraction of δCP values for which δ = 0, pi can
be excluded, as a function of the total exposure. Both plots are obtained assuming a 20 kton far
detector and NH.
The same sensitivities assuming the same exposure but a larger, 70 kton far detector,
are shown in Fig. 11. A larger detector and the combination of the two beams would allow
to measure CPV at more than 3(5)σ for the 70(50)% of the true values of δCP . Similar
results are obtained in the case of inverted hierarchy.
5.2 Advantages of the dual baseline configuration
When considering the combination of two beams, there are a number of effects which lead
to better performances. In this section, we will consider separately the following factors
which may improve the sensitivity to δCP :
• a dual beam facility allows for a greater number of events, decreasing the statistical
uncertainty;
• combining beams at the same detector may allow for the cancellation of systematic
uncertainties;
• both beams have access to different parts of the oscillation parameter space, and
the information that they each provide will be complementary, increasing the overall
sensitivity.
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Figure 11. Left:
√
∆χ2 = Nσ as a function of the true value of δCP for CP-violation discovery.
Right: Sensitivity to CP-violation in terms of the fraction of δCP values for which δ = 0, pi can
be excluded, as a function of the total exposure. Both plots are obtained assuming a 70 kton far
detector and NH.
The use of two beams significantly increases the total number of neutrino interactions,
without requiring to accumulate POT from a single accelerator complex for which it would
be necessary to run the experiment for more years. Adding P2P will help to reduce the
statistical uncertainty of the observed rates and allow for an improved sensitivity to δCP .
The additional sensitivity obtained thanks to the combination of C2P and P2P goes
beyond the simple additional statistical power brought by the P2P beam. To establish
this, we must compare the combined beams configuration to a single beam facility with an
increased exposure, chosen to mitigate any statistical advantage. This can be obtained by
scaling the total POT of the C2P beam to add the additional statistical power brought by
the P2P beam. In our calculation we assumed a beam power delivered by the Protvino
accelerator with a proton beam energy of 70 GeV and a total exposure of 40× 1020 POT.
The equivalent power of the C2P beam, using a proton beam of 400 GeV is then given by:
NC2PPOT equiv = 40× 1020POT
70
400
= 7× 1020POT. (5.1)
Consequently in the single C2P beam scenario one has to increase the total number of
POT to 22×1020 POT. To remove the statistical advantage of the dual beams configuration
we compare the CPV sensitivity of the scenario with two beams and 15×1020 POT for C2P
to that of a single beam from CERN with an exposure of 22×1020 POT. This is illustrated
in Fig. 12. As it is evident from this figure, the sensitivity to CPV is better when operating
two beams. To reach a similar sensitivity in the single beam scenario, ∼ 30 × 1020 POT
should be collected for the C2P beam. This confirms the phenomenological expectation that
a dual beam scenario, which combines information from two different baseline distances,
will allow an increase in precision unobtainable by an equivalent increase in exposure at a
single beam facility.
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far detector to the CPV sensitivity obtained with a single beam and a larger far detector.
6 Conclusions
The proposed LBNO experiment is the outcome of a six year program of feasibility studies
supported by the European Commission. The proposed experiment foresees in the phase
I a 20 kton underground liquid Argon detector located at the Pyha¨salmi mine, to be
incremented to a 70 kton detector in the phase II. A neutrino beam produced at the SPS
accelerator at CERN will allow an unambiguous determination of the MH and give a large
change to discover CP violation in the leptonic sector.
In this paper we have shown how the physics case can be further enhanced by cou-
pling the neutrino beam from CERN with an additional beam from the Protvino IHEP
accelerator complex. The Protvino beam has been optimised to study CP violation and
the combination of C2P and P2P will provide a 3σ measurement of δCP for the 50% of the
true values of δCP in the phase I. With a 70 kton detector, a better sensitivity to CPV
will be reached: assuming the two beams with the same exposure a 3σ sensitivity to CP
violation can be reached for the 80% of the true values of δCP phase-space.
In the two beam scenario, we find that the sensitivity improvement goes beyond the
simple statistical increase of having more neutrino interactions at the Far Detector since
some of the degeneracies of the parameters involved in the neutrino mixing can be resolved
by the combination of the two beams at different L/E.
We conclude that an alternative solution to explore MH and CPV in the leptonic
sector can be considered with two conventional neutrino beams with modest powers below
the 1 MW threshold. Two such beams might be easier to operate than a single multi-
MW neutrino beam, which so far has never been achieved. A study of the dependency
of the CPV sensitivity on the systematic uncertainties and on the oscillation parameter
priors for the dual baseline experiment has been performed and we have shown that in this
configuration a discovery level for CPV can be achieved with realistic assumptions on the
beam, the detector and the systematic errors.
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